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Since the four angles, $\phi$, $\phi'$, $\beta_c$, and $\beta_{oc}$ are mutually independent, the argument of $F$ in (1) may take any value between 0 and $\infty$ and, accordingly, $F$ may take any value between 0 and 1, depending on the way the diffracted ray approaches the direction of reflection (incidence). As a result, the calculated corner diffracted field is nonunique for these directions and its behavior in the adjacent transition regions is far from being the true physical behavior. In particular, this should lead to incorrect results for the backscatter from flat plates in the directions close to normal. Indeed, according to (7), the corner diffraction coefficient for nearly normal backscattering is dominated by the term

$$D_{E,h} \sim \frac{j \tan \beta_c}{8 \pi \cos \phi} F \left( \frac{\cos^2 \phi / \lambda}{k \cos^2 \beta_c} \right),$$

which diverges as $\phi \to \pi/2$, $\beta_c \to \pi/2$. Although the singularities in the corner diffracted fields emanating from the corners of a given polygonal plate can be shown to cancel one another, the resulting total backscattered field depends on the limiting values of $F$ in (2) for the different edges of the plate. Since the latter are nonunique, so is the value of the backscattered field.
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Near-field measurement on a spherical surface plus subsequent transformation to the far field is a powerful method of antenna measurements because the radiation characteristics can be determined in all directions. The thesis presents a detailed account of the theory for the near-field transformation including correction for the receiving characteristics of the probe. The coupling between the test antenna and the probe is described in terms of a scattering matrix for each antenna plus coefficients for rotation and translation of spherical modes. No arbitrary factors are involved in the formulation which is based on power-normalized modes yielding formulas for determination of directivity and gain. The definitions of the rotation and translation coefficients are critically reviewed in appendices.

The second half of the thesis treats the transformation algorithm. Various orthogonality integrals and numerical techniques for their evaluation are reviewed. The Wacker algorithm where the input data are Fourier transformed in both $\phi$ and $\theta$ is chosen for implementation. A new recurrence formula and a convolution summation method are developed resulting in a vast improvement in efficiency. The resulting computer program, SNIFTC, is used on an exact mathematical test case including probe correction. The test case demonstrates the accuracy of the near-field transformation as well as the influence of sampling.

The work led to the first spherical near-field measurements with probe correction in 1977 and has since then been the basis for development of accurate antenna testing methods at the Technical University of Denmark.

References are given to papers and reports where the practical aspects of spherical near-field measurements and probe correction are demonstrated.
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